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ABSTRACT 
We prove that for an Archimedean Riesz space E the following two conditions are equivalent. 
(A) For every Archimedean Riesz space F the regular linear operators of E into F form a Riesz 
space. (B) E is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of I~. 
Let E and F be Riesz spaces ( = vector lattices), L + (E, F) the set of all linear 
operators T:E--*F for which T(E+)CF ÷, and 
L r(E,F) = { TI - 7"2: T1, T2 ~ L + (E,F)}. 
Taking L +(E,F) as the positive cone, we turn Lr(E, F) into an ordered vector 
space that may or may not be a Riesz space. 
We propose to prove: 
THEOREM. The following conditions on an Archimedean Riesz space E are 
equivalent. 
(A) For every Archimedean Riesz space F, Lr(E,F) is a Riesz space. 
(B) There exists a set S such that E is isomorphic to { fe  ~s: f(s) = 0 for all 
but finitely many elements  o f  S}. 
(C) Every principal Riesz ideal o f  E is finite dimensional. 
Before proceeding to prove the theorem we make some comments on its 
background. 
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(1) The equivalence of (B) and (C) is borrowed from Theorem 61.4 of [3]. 
There, two more equivalent conditions are given, each of them saying that E 
is in a certain way complete and that all quotient Riesz spaces of E are 
Archimedean. Other descriptions of the same spaces can be found in [6], 
Theorem 85.7 and pages 140-141. ("Every linear function E~ is order 
bounded" "'all ideals in E are projection bands".) 
(2) Condition (A) is dual to "'for every Archimedean Riesz space F, 
Lr(F, E) is Riesz". The latter condition was studied by Abramovi~ and Gejler 
in [1]; they proved its equivalence to Dedekind completeness of E (assuming E 
to be Archimedean.) 
(3) There are many interesting things to be said about the question for what 
Riesz spaces E and FLr(E,F) is again a Riesz space. 1 have been preparing a
(somewhat lengthy) memoir on the subject ([4]). The above theorem seems to 
deserve a wider circulation than the memoir is likely to get. Let me just quote 
one result ([4], Th. 10.2). If E is a Banach lattice, then the condition ''for every 
Banach lattice F, Lr(E, F) is a Riesz space" is equivalent to "'E is discrete and 
has order continuous norm" (in the sense of [6], Chapter 15.) 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We have already noted that (B) and (C) are equi- 
valent by [3], Theorem 61.4. The implication (B)= (A) is elementary. We now 
show that (A) implies (C). (The proof is rather involved and relies on repre- 
sentation theory.) 
Assume that (A) is true but (C) is false, i.e. there exists a element fo of E + 
that generates an infinite dimensional ideal in E. By the Maeda-Ogasawara 
Representation Theorem (50.8 in [31) we may assume the existence of an 
extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space X such that E is an order 
dense Riesz subspace of Coo(X). There exist pairwise disjoint elements f~, f2 .... 
of E with 0<f/_<f 0 ( ieN).  For each i, choose a non-empty open compact 
subset Yi of {xeX:f i(x)>O}. Let HY be the Cartesian product YI × Y2 × .... 
Under the product opology, HYis a compact Hausdorff space. By a theorem 
due to Gleason ([2]; 25.3.2 in [5]) there exist an extremally disconnected 
compact Hausdorff space W and a continuous urjection q~ :W~HY such that 
no proper closed subset of W is mapped by q) onto HY. It follows that, if Z 
is a closed nowhere dense subset of HY, then q~-l(Z) is closed and nowhere 
dense in W. For ie  N, let n; be the i-th coordinate map HY-*Y icX.  If 
fe  C°°(X) and i e N, then fo ni o ~ is an element of Coo(W). Thus, for each i we 
can define a map Ai:E-+C~(W) by 
Aif=fonioq) ( feE).  
The above yields easily: 
(a) fo, f i , f2 .... eE+;  fo>_fi for each i; 
(b) W is an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space; W~0. 
(c) A~,A2,... are Riesz homomorphisms E- ,C~(W);  
(d) (Aif,-)(w)>0 for all we W and ie N; 
(e) Aifj=O if i, j eN  and i-¢j. 
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Another object needed for our proof is the Riesz space L consisting of all 
continuous functions f :  (0, oo)~ for which there exist Ne  N and a~, ..., aNe 
e (0, oo) such that O<a1<a2<...<a ~ and the restriction of f to each of the 
intervals (O, al],[al,a2] ..... [aN_ l, aN], [aN, oO) is a polynomial function of 
degree at most 1. (L is the Riesz space generated by the functions t~ 1 and t~ t 
on (0, oo)). For ce  hq let Lc be the set of all elements f of L for which the set 
{te(0, oo):f  is not differentiable at t} contains at most c points. Then 
OELI CL2C.. .  and L=L1UL20 .... Furthermore, if fgeLc ,  then f+geL2c 
and If] eL2c+l- 
Now let F be the set of all sequences (gl, g2,-.. ) of maps (0, oo)~C°°(W) that 
have the property: 
there exist a positive integer c and a dense open subset U of W such 
that for all n e N and we U the function t~g~(t)(w) is an element of 
Lc (hence is finite-valued.) 
Under pointwise operations, F is an Archimedean Riesz space. Define a map 
T of E into F by 
(Tf)n(t)=t ~ A i f -  ~ iAif ( feE ;  neN;  te(0,  oo)). 
i=1  i=1 
This T is an element of Lr(E,F). By our assumption, T must have a positive 
part, T ÷, in Lr(E,F). We prove 
(*) (T+f)n(t)= ~ ( t - i )+Ai f  ( feE ;neN;  te(0, oo)) 
i=1  
and from this we will derive a contradiction. 
Let ne  N. Consider the map S:E~F: 
(Sf) k =(T+f)k (fEE; kEN, k~n), 
(Sf)n(t)= ~ ( t - i )+Ai f  ( feE ;  ta(0, oo)). 
i<_n 
We have S~L+(E,F) and S_> T, so S>_ T +. Consequently, 
(T+f)n(t)<_(Sf)n(t)= ~ (t - i )+Ai f  ( feE+;  t~(0, oo)). 
To prove the converse inequality, take feE  +, re(0, oo). If n<_t, then it 
suffices to observe that 
(T+f)n(t)>-(Tf)n(t) = ~ (t - i )Ai f= F. (t- i)+Aif.  
i<_n i<_n 
Now assume t<n. For all 2 e(0, oo) we find from (c) and (e): 
(T+f)n(t) >_ [T(f^ Y, 2fj)]n(t) 
j<-t 
= E (t - i ) (Ai f^ E 2Aifj) 
i<_n j~ l  
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= F. (t- i )(AifA)tAif i )  
i<-t 
= ~ (t- i )+(AifA2Aif i ) .  
i<_n 
By (d), each Aifi is a weak unit in C°~(W). Thus, taking the supremum over 
all values of 3. we obtain 
(T+f),(t) > - F~ (t - i )+Ai f .  
i<_n 
This establishes (*). Now remember we have an f0 in E ÷ with f0_>)~ for all 
i. The fact that T+fo lies in Fimplies that there exist a c in N and a dense open 
set UC W such that for all n e N and w ~ U the function 
(**) t~ ~ (t-i)+(Aifo)(W) ( te(0,  oo)) 
i<-n 
has at most c points of non-differentiability. However, for every i and w, 
(Aifo)(W) >>- (Aij~)(w) > 0. Consequently, the function (**) is non-differentiable 
at the points 1,2, 3,...,  n. Contradiction and end of proof. 
A Riesz space E is said to be regularly ordered if the positive linear functions 
E~ ~ separate the elements of E. For a regularly ordered E one can not only 
considerably simplify the above proof, but one can also strengthen the result. 
Indeed, there exists a Riesz space F 0 (a Riesz subspace of 1~ and therefore 
regularly ordered) such that a regularly ordered Riesz space E already satisfies 
Condition (B) if only Lr(E, Fo) is Riesz. See [4], Theorems 7.3 and 11.10. 
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